
The Yun Family’s Ninth Child is an Imp! Chapter 1476 

On the day the “Little Jiu experience exchange meeting”began, several thousand people actually came. 

Almost 80% of the students of Tianyuan Academy had come. 

 

 

Yun chujiu was overjoyed after receiving the spirit stones! 

 

 

This fellow set the venue of the exchange meeting on Tianyuan Square. She let the students of the 

Huang class be in charge of maintaining the order of the meeting. Then, she jumped onto the high 

platform and said to the crowd with a smile, 

 

 

“Thank you all for your generosity. It’s not that I’m greedy to take 1,000 high-grade spirit stones from 

everyone. I’m doing this for your sake. “Only things that are obtained after paying a price will be 

treasured. After you spend the Spirit Stones, you will listen to my teachings even more earnestly.”Yun 

Chujiu said shamelessly. 

 

 

The corners of everyone’s eyes violently twitched. What you said sounded better than what you sang. 

You’re just greedy! 

 

 

“Alright, let’s get back to the main topic. I’ll teach you the secrets of alchemy and talisman-making 

now.” 

 

 

Everyone immediately pricked up their ears and focused their attention on listening to Yun chujiu 

continue. 



 

 

“Actually, alchemy and stir-frying are not that different. If you feel that any herb is lacking, you should 

add some! As for talisman-making, you have to learn how to draw first. Now that you have the 

foundation of drawing, you’ll naturally be able to draw talismans with ease. “Alright, this is my 

secret.”Yun Chujiu said with a smile. 

 

 

Everyone was so angry that they almost fainted! 

 

 

What kind of Bullsh * t are you talking about? ! 

 

 

Profiteers! 

 

 

Undisguised profiteers! 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

Refund! We want our money back! 

 

 

Yun chujiu saw everyone’s angry look and could not help but smile brightly. Many male students were a 

little dazed by Yun Chujiu’s smile. They did not pay attention to Yun Chujiu’s appearance, but now that 

they looked at her, oh my God.., yun chujiu was actually so beautiful. Could it be that they were blind in 

the past? 



 

 

“Don’t be anxious. I haven’t finished speaking yet. You don’t even have the slightest bit of patience. How 

can you improve?”Yun chujiu continued with a smile. 

 

 

Everyone’s faces revealed an embarrassed expression. You are too good at making fun of people! 

 

 

“Although what I said above is a bit of a joke, think about it carefully. What I said makes sense. First of 

all, when it comes to refining pills, refining pills should be done according to the pill formula, right? 

“However, you have overlooked a problem. Although the pill formula stipulates the weight of the 

medicinal herbs, it doesn’t take into account the quality of the medicinal herbs. “The effective 

ingredients of different quality medicinal herbs are naturally different. Therefore, before refining, the 

first thing to do is to adjust the weight of the medicinal herbs according to the quality of the medicinal 

herbs…” 

 

 

Everyone was stunned at first, then nodded one after another. They remembered that when Yun Chujiu 

was competing in pill refining, she did indeed take a good look at the herbs and even said that she was 

giving the herbs a face-to-face. So it turned out that she was checking the quality of the herbs.., they 

had even laughed at her back then. They were really short-sighted. 

 

 

Cough, cough. If they knew that Yun Chujiu was just trying to stall for time, they would probably be so 

angry that they would vomit blood and die. 

 

 

“After we finish talking about refining pills, we will talk about making talismans. What is the purpose of 

making talismans? It is to determine the level of uniformity in the output of spiritual power. If we only 



ask you to draw a straight line, I believe that everyone will be able to output spiritual power evenly. Why 

Can’t we draw talismans? 

 

 

That is because the patterns of the various types of talismans are complicated. If you are not proficient 

in drawing, it is inevitable that the output of spiritual power will be uneven. “That’s why I’ve asked you 

to practice drawing. Of course, I’m not just randomly drawing, but repeatedly drawing the runic patterns 

of the talismans. When you’re proficient in drawing on ordinary Xuan paper.., “Using spiritual power to 

draw on the talisman paper will result in twice the result with half the effort.” 

 

 

Everyone nodded repeatedly after hearing that. So that was the case. It seemed that they had really 

misunderstood Yun Chujiu. What she said was from the bottom of her heart. It was really beneficial to 

their cultivation! 

 


